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Scroll brings together artists who work in, at times, opposing media. Linking all of them, however, is engagement with the 

analogue–digital boundary. As technology has advanced, artists have been able to explore new ways of constructing images, 

access a deeper pool of resources for the basis of their images, and subvert new media to interrogate its use. Still, technology 

mirrors the past, with the traditional salon hang reflected in Google image searches, explore feeds, and quirky online stores. 

Our salon hang scrolls through the following list of twelve artists, each of whom connects to the theme distinctly. 

Holly Anderson’s paintings appropriate imagery from the film Breakfast at Tiffany’s, as well as other pop culture icons of the 

time. The paintings reflect on the memetic quality of iconic images: pop culture, and its memes, can endure or be lost in the 

maelstrom of the internet on a whim. Audrey Hepburn’s famous headshot endures. Contrastingly, Rachael Archibald’s digital 

painting is fully abstracted. Archibald distorts photography into a dreamy moving landscape that feels natural, but is really 

digitally altered. Its motion is subtle, reminiscent of paint drips, to create a literal “moving image” effect. James Barth here has 

3D-rendered a real physical environment including previous artworks, and transformed it into surreal self-portraiture, brought 

back into an analogue space through a combination of screen printing and oil paint. The blurred but near photographic result 

brings into question the truth in the representation: painted fiction versus photographic reality. 

Watching, by Chris Bowes, models its viewer using rudimentary image compression to bring to light the low-level digital 

processes that lie underneath the now familiar screen. Aesthetically, the work resembles the physicality of bubblejet printing, 

which in turn resembles romantic painting techniques and crosshatching. Similarly, Michael Candy’s handmade digital camera 

Frank compartmentalizes the digital process into its analogue components, while its video captures the sepia-toned chemicality 

of older analogue cameras. Early Instagram’s substantially retro filters did the same thing, but without drawing attention to the 

steps in between. 

Charlie Donaldson is interested in the redefinition of storytelling by internet-based image systems, producing a digitally 

constructed but physically printed version of the detective’s research wall. We take our cues from our knowledge of the 

interlinking implied by the array of images, and seek meaning where perhaps there is none. Michelle Eskola’s practice, in 

contrast, relies on the digital world not for its convenience of communication but in fact for its depth. Her painstaking paintings 

appear printed, but are in reality digitally constructed works that she replicates by hand. She draws our attention to the behind-

the-scenes digital work taken for granted that requires technical mastery to physically perform. 

Spencer Harvie combines his digital and analogue practices here, with a printed 3D model swathed in scans of his notebooks. 

The result is cartoonish, wavy, and brash, compared to the classically regimented digital world’s penchant for sleek and robotic 

colours and shapes, reflecting on internet subcultures’ hyper-ironic tendencies. Brit Jackson reflects on the internet as well, but 

paints delicately, thematically discussing iconic female nudes and their changing pictorial language through time. Her colours 

are cooler and help to signify the personal memory in these “reposts”, as she calls them, where her imagery has been drawn 

from archived experiences. 

Luke Kidd’s work attempts to recreate abstract paintings in real time, with randomized brushes and colours. It suggests the 

possibilities of coding creative pursuits, while tantalizingly never quite finishing. While riffing on infinite monkeys and infinite 

typewriters, it also brings to mind the Damian Hirsts and Andy Warhols who remove themselves from the labour of making. 

Nicola Scott’s actual abstract paintings work the other way, physically resembling common visualizations of the digital world; 

static is juxtaposed with block fluoros to resemble a glitching phone screen. Finally, Julia Scott Green’s serene photography 

comes from a background of interrogation of light, space, and machines, but sticks for her as a constantly humming analogy 

to consciousness. Her work appears digitally altered but, like a computer monitor, achieves its tricks with light manipulation. 
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